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A new classical empirical potential is proposed for water. The model uses a polarizable atomic multipole
description of electrostatic interactions. Multipoles through the quadrupole are assigned to each atomic center
based on a distributed multipole analysis (DMA) derived from large basis set molecular orbital calculations
on the water monomer. Polarization is treated via self-consistent induced atomic dipoles. A modified version
of Thole’s interaction model is used to damp induction at short range. Repulsion-dispersion (vdW) effects
are computed from a buffered 14-7 potential. In a departure from most current water potentials, we find that
significant vdW parameters are necessary on hydrogen as well as oxygen. The new potential is fully flexible
and has been tested versus a variety of experimental data and quantum calculations for small clusters, liquid
water, and ice. Overall, excellent agreement with experimental and high level ab initio results is obtained for
numerous properties, including cluster structures and energetics and bulk thermodynamic and structural
measures. The parametrization scheme described here is easily extended to other molecular systems, and the
resulting water potential should provide a useful explicit solvent model for organic solutes and biopolymer
modeling.

Introduction
Empirical potential energy functions derived from classical
molecular mechanics are central to computational modeling at
the atomic level. Molecular mechanics has long enjoyed great
success in application to many classes of isolated, gas-phase
organic compounds.1 Beginning with the pioneering work of
Bernal and Fowler,2 water has probably been the target of more
potential energy models than any other substance. An interesting
overview and historical perspective on the development of water
models was recently presented by Finney.3
Simple nonpolarizable pairwise-additive models that describe
the average structure and energetics of liquid water have been
in wide use for many years (e.g., TIP3P4 and SPC5). The
recently developed TIP5P potential exhibits excellent agreement
with the experimental internal energy, density, and O‚‚‚O radial
distribution at room temperature.6 These models typically use
fixed atom-based partial charges to model electrostatics and
include polarization response to the environment only in an
averaged, mean-field sense. As a result, nonpolarizable potentials
that provide excellent descriptions of the homogeneous bulk
phase are poor models for gas phase clusters and for nonpolar
solutes in polar solvents. For example, the gas phase binding
energy of the water dimer is overestimated by more than 30%
in the TIP5P model. In application to large biomolecular
systems, there is concern that such models cannot correctly
account for situations where the same nonpolarizable moiety is
exposed to different electrostatic environments, either within a
single large static structure or during a course of simulation. In
addition, there is an inherent inconsistency in most nonpolarizable models related to their static inclusion of average bulk
polarization within the potential. This results in internal energies
and other properties that are derived against a gas-phase
* To whom correspondence should be addressed. Phone: (314) 3624195. Fax: (314) 362-7183. E-mail: ponder@dasher.wustl.edu.

reference state that is already “pre-polarized” for the liquid
phase. Although it is possible to correct for the resulting selfenergy of the reference state, as in the SPC/E water model,7
such corrections are not routinely used for heterogeneous
systems.
In response to the above concerns, much effort has been
expended on inclusion of explicit polarization within the next
generation of empirical potentials.8,9 Water has been the focus
of many such studies due to its highly polarizable, hydrogen
bonded nature, and obvious biological importance.
Partial atomic charge electrostatic models often lack sufficient
mathematical flexibility to describe the electrostatic potential
around molecules to within chemical accuracy. Williams10
showed that optimal least-squares fits of atom-centered partial
charges resulted in relative rms errors of 3-10% over a set of
grid points in a shell outside the surface of a series of small
polar molecules. These errors were reduced by 2-3 orders of
magnitude via use of atomic multipoles through the quadrupole
at each atomic center. For example, simple partial charge models
for water are inherently unable to adequately describe the
molecular dipole and quadrupole of the water monomer at the
same time without resorting to extra charge sites.
Many-body polarization effects in water have large structural
and energetic consequences that vary greatly with environment.
Several methods are available to explicitly model the physics
of polarization. The use of polarizable point dipoles is a classical
approach with a long history in molecular simulation.11 For
water, a single-point dipole site can be placed either on the
oxygen atom or near the center of mass. Alternatively, a more
flexible model places induced dipoles on each atom, necessitating a distribution of polarizability among the three sites. This
latter scheme has been adopted for our current model. Charge
equilibration (Qeq) methods12 compute absolute partial atomic
charges that depend on the local environment and are a selfconsistent result of achieving electronegativity equalization. The
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fluctuating charge (FQ) scheme is essentially a perturbation
version of Qeq that dynamically modifies an initial partial charge
distribution based on the same principle via an extended
Lagrangian formulation.13 Hybrid potentials that utilize both FQ
and induced dipole polarization have been described.14 Another
recently proposed scheme attempts to account for penetration
effects and polarization with a formally pairwise model based
on screening of diffuse charges at close range.15
Previous attempts to parametrize a polarizable water model
applicable across multiple phases date back to the “polarizable
electropole” model of Barnes et al.16 that treated electrostatics
via a single site carrying the experimental dipole and quadrupole
moments and isotropic dipole polarizability. An interesting
polarizable and dissociable potential was suggested by Stillinger
and David and applied to water clusters and ion monohydrates.17
The original MCY model,18 based on a fit to points on an ab
initio dimer surface, has evolved into the NCC-vib potential19
which includes induced dipole polarization and vibrational
flexibility. Sprik and Klein20 made an early attempt to modify
the existing TIP4P potential to include polarization within a
Drude oscillator framework particularly suitable for molecular
dynamics simulation. The POL3 model21 uses atomic polarizabilities taken from the undamped dipole interaction method
due to Applequist.22,23 POL3 water is not polarizable enough
due to the exclusion of the intramolecular polarization. This is
evidenced by its very low dimer binding energy of -5.45 kcal/
mol and its use of atomic partial charges intermediate between
nonpolarizable and more recent polarizable models. Another
early water model from the Levy group24 uses partial charges
and induced dipoles on each atomic center, along with a Thole
polarization damping scheme related to that used in the present
work. Their use of only partial charges for the underlying
permanent electrostatics results in a shallow flap angle for the
dimer structure. Also, the Levy model is reported to have an
insufficiently low liquid binding energy, which correlates with
their overestimate of the self-diffusion constant. The early 4-site
Dang-Chang model25 has a single polarizable center placed
along the H-O-H bisector. It yields generally reasonable
results, but its dimer binding energy and liquid internal energy
are not low enough, possibly due to the effort to enhance the
liquid dynamics. The Thole-type model (TTM) of Burnham and
Xantheas26 was the other early model to apply the short-range
polarization damping of Thole to water. The family of second
generation of TTM models, TTM2-R27 and TTM2-F,28 exhibit
improved properties and are further discused below.
A common feature of many recently developed water models
is the use of high quality ab initio data as the basis for the
electrostatic parameters. The early work of Buckingham and
Fowler29 used ab-initio-derived multipoles to model the directionality of van der Waals complex geometries. Dykstra was
one of the first to systematically use higher-order polarizable
multipole electrostatics within a traditional molecular mechanics
formalism.30,31 His MMC water model showed the promise of
these techniques in predicting water cluster properties.32 The
NEMO models represent an attempt to bridge the gap between
quantum chemistry and empirical potentials33 with a water
model based on rigorous decomposition of Hartree-Fock
results.34 Recently, a NEMO potential for formamide has been
extended to encompass a Thole-style polarization model.35 The
MCDHO potential uses a harmonic oscillator potential to bind
a mobile charge site to the oxygen position.36 The MCDHO
model appears to give a good representation of the dimer
minimum and surface, as corroborated by its agreement with
experimental second virial coefficient data. The ASP-W4
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Figure 1. Local coordinate frame definitions. (a) For multipoles
centered on oxygen, the H-O-H bisector is taken as the Z axis. The
X axis is chosen to lie in the plane of the molecule and perpendicular
to the Z axis. The Y axis is normal to the molecular plane and is chosen
to yield a right-handed local coordinate system. (b) For hydrogen, the
Z axis lies along the O-H bond, the X axis is in the molecular plane
with its positive direction toward the second hydrogen, and the Y axis
is chosen to give an orthogonal right-handed coordinate frame.

model37 uses an elaborate dispersion formulation and one-site
polarizabilities up to quadrupole-quadrupole. ASP-W4 and
the related VRT(ASP-W) potential38 have been applied to
dimer and cluster properties, but bulk phase simulations have
not been reported. Finally, the recently introduced POL5/TZ
and POL5/QZ water models,14 which combine fluctuating charge
and induced dipole polarization, are compared to our new model.
As a first step in the development of a set of general
polarizable atomic multipole potentials (AMOEBA, atomic
multipole optimized energetics for biomolecular applications)
for modeling of organic and biomacromolecular systems, a new
water potential is introduced. The AMOEBA water model is
developed in such a way that it is applicable to water in various
environments. Importantly, the water parameters are consistent
with periodic table trends and with values we have derived for
an extensive series of small organic molecules. Such consistency
is a critical consideration if the water model is to be used in
heterogeneous simulations.
Methods
Atomic Multipoles. Permanent atomic monopole, dipole, and
quadrupole moments are placed on each atomic center. The
components at each site can be written in polytensor form as
M ) [q,µ1,µ2,µ3,Q11,Q12,...,Q33]T. The dipole and quadrupole
components require construction of a local coordinate frame at
each site as illustrated in Figure 1 for the O and H atoms of
water. For energy evaluations, the locally defined multipole
moments are rotated into the global frame. It should be noted
that the AMOEBA model uses traceless quadrupoles. It is not
possible to uniquely convert traceless quadrupoles to the
corresponding traced form. However, as pointed out by Stone,39
after multiplication by a factor of 1/3, traceless quadrupoles can
be used directly in formulas based on the traced form. Because
of the presence of local coordinate frames and aniostropic
moments, both force and torque are generated at each multipole
site. To facilitate Cartesian energy minimization and dynamics
simulation, torques are converted into forces between the
interacting multipole sites and the sites defining the corresponding local frames.
Polarization. Polarization effects are explicitly treated in the
AMOEBA force field via mutual induction of dipoles at atomic
centers. Atomic dipole polarizabilities can be derived from an
empirical fit to experimentally known molecular polarizabilities.
Values of such atomic dipole polarizabilities are coupled to the
corresponding physical model applied during the fitting procedure, of which two types have been reported in the literature:
additive40,41 and nonadditive models.22,42,43 In an additive model,
polarization is ignored between atoms within the same molecule,
and the sum of atomic polarizabilities therefore equals the total
molecular polarizability. In general, additive models require
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anisotropic atomic polarizabilities to accurately reproduce
molecular polarizability tensors.
In a nonadditive model, mutual polarization exists among all
polarizable sites, even those belonging to the same molecule.
To avoid a “polarization catastrophe” at very short range,
Thole42 introduced a modification scheme in which dipole
interactions are damped as though one of the point dipoles in
each pairwise interaction is replaced by a smeared charge
distribution. As a result, the dipole interaction energy approaches
a finite value instead of becoming infinite as the separation
distance approaches zero. A number of charge distribution
models were tested,42,43 and for each of the models, a single
transferable isotropic polarizability for each chemical element
was derived by fitting to experimental polarizabilities of a set
of molecules. The results indicated that a variety of different
damping models behaved rather similarly in terms of reproduction of molecular polarizabilities. The charge distribution
adopted by the AMOEBA force field has the form

F)

3a
exp(-au3)
4π

(1)

where u ) Rij/(RiRj)1/6 is the effective distance as a function of
atomic polarizabilities of sites i (Ri) and j (Rj). The factor a is
a dimensionless width parameter of the smeared charge distribution and controls the strength of damping.
Following Stone’s notation,39 multipole interaction T matrix
elements, with 4π0 omitted for clarity, are expressed as

T)

1
R

T R ) ∇R T ) -

RR
R3

TRβ ) ∇RTβ

(R,β,γ,... ) 1,2,3)

(2)

Using the charge distribution given by eq 1, the damped T matrix
can be derived. It has been shown that the damped first-order
T element is42

RR

TDR ) -[1 - exp(-au3)]

R3

(3)

The modified higher-order T matrix elements can be obtained
successively by taking the derivative of the preceding lower
rank elements:
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where the λi for i ∈{3,5,7,9} are the damping coefficients that

(5)

λ9 ) 1 - [1 + au3 + (18a2u6 + 9a3u9)/35] exp(-au3)
After replacing the standard interaction matrix elements with
the above damped ones, the energy, force, and electric field
are computed in the usual fashion. In our AMOEBA model,
only those interactions that involve induced dipoles are damped,
while the interactions between permanent multipoles are not
affected.
Induced Dipoles. The induced dipole at each atomic site is
ind
) RiEi,R where Ri is the atomic polarizability
computed as µi,R
and Ei,R is the sum of the fields generated by both permanent
multipoles and induced dipoles
ind
) Ri(
µi,R

ind
)
∑TijRMj + ∑TRβij ′ µj′,β
{ j}

for R,β ) 1, 2, 3 (6)

{ j′}

where Mj ) [qj,µj,1,µj,2,µj,3,...]T contains the permanent multipole
components and TijR ) [TR,TR1,TR2,TR3,...] is the interaction
matrix between site i and j introduced in the previous section.
The Einstein convention implying a summation over repeated
subscripts is used. The set {j} consists of all atomic sites outside
the molecule containing i. The set {j′} includes all atomic sites
other than i itself, which is an intrinsic requirement of Thole’s
model. It can be shown44 that the solution of the above selfconsistent equation can be written as
ind
(n)
∑TRβij ′ µj′,β

for n ) 0, 1, 2, ...

{ j′}

.......

3RRRβ

λ3 ) 1 - exp(-au3)

ind
ind
(n + 1) ) µi,R
(n) + Ri
µi,R

TRβγ ) ∇RTβγ

D
) λ5
TRβ

modify the standard interactions

(7)

ind
where µi,R
(0) ) RiΣ{j}TijRMj is the “direct” induced dipole on
site i due to the electric field from permanent multipoles of
ij′ ind
µj′,β(n) is the “mutual” induced
other molecules, and Ri Σ{j′} TRβ
dipole further induced by induced dipoles on all the other sites.
Convergence of the iterative mutual induced dipole calculation
is enforced and accelerated via successive overrelaxation
(SOR)45 using a value of ω ) 0.75 in

ind
(n)]
∑TRβij′ µj′,β

ind
ind
ind
µj,R
(n + 1) ) (1 - ω)µj,R
(n) + ω[µj,R
(n) + Ri

{j′}

(8)

Ewald Summation. Electrostatic interactions for periodic
systems are treated using the Ewald summation technique. Smith
derived Ewald summation formulas for the interaction of
permanent point multipoles through the quadrupole moment,46
and two groups have recently described an Ewald treatment of
dipole polarization due to fixed point charges and dipoles.47,48
In physical terms, polarization is an inseparable and nonadditive part of the total electrostatic interaction. However, it is
computationally convenient to group together all electrostatic
terms involving induced dipoles, to reflect the effect of
polarization. The remaining electrostatic terms represent the
“permanent” interactions that one finds in a nonpolarizable
potential. Another practical reason to separate polarization terms
is that, unlike the permanent multipole interactions, the shortrange polarization interactions (energy, field, force, etc.) in our
model are damped as described earlier.
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TABLE 1: Force Field Parameters (where Only Nonzero
Multiple Components are Listed)
O-H bond

b0 (Å)
0.9572
H-O-H angle θ0 (deg)
108.50
Urey-Bradley l0 (Å)
1.5537

van der Waals
O
H
Hreduction
polarizability
O
H

R0 (Å)
3.405
2.655
91%
R (Å3)
0.837
0.496

Kb (kcal/Å2/mol)
529.6
Kθ (kcal/deg2/mol)
34.05
Kl (kcal/Å2/mol)
38.25
 (kcal/mol)
0.110
0.0135

O multipoles
Q
dz
Qxx
Qyy
Qzz
H multipoles
Q
dx
dy
Qxx
Qyy
Qxz
Qzz

(a.u.)
-0.51966
0.14279
0.37928
-0.41809
0.03881
(a.u.)
0.25983
-0.03859
-0.05818
-0.03673
-0.10739
-0.00203
0.14412

Using notation similar to that adopted by Smith,46 we have
derived the corresponding Ewald formulas for the polarizationrelated electric field, energy, force, and virial tensor as given
in the Appendix. The “polarization energy” is defined as the
energy contribution due to polarization, i.e., the total electrostatic
energy of the system minus the contribution due to interactions
between permanent multipoles. Thus, the polarization energy
already includes the positive self-energy required for the system
to become polarized. Similar definitions are applied to describe
the polarization force and torque.
Model Development
The AMOEBA water potential consists of anharmonic bond,
anharmonic angle, and Urey-Bradley terms to describe the
intramolecular geometry and vibrations, a buffered 14-7 vdW
form to account for repulsion and dispersion interactions,
plus an electrostatic model with permanent atomic multipoles
(charge, dipole, and quadrupole) and isotropic atomic dipole
polarizabilities. The complete set of parameters is listed in
Table 1.
Valence Terms. Our model includes full intramolecular
flexibility. It has been argued that flexible water models are
not superior to their rigid counterparts because of the inherent
quantum nature of stretching and bending vibrations.49 However,
intramolecular flexibility is clearly important in the modeling
of larger molecules with additional conformational options.
Thus, it seems consistent to retain the same intramolecular
degrees of freedom in a solvent model to be used in solvating
larger species. The functional forms for bond stretching and
angle bending were taken from the MM3 force field50 and
include anharmonicity through the use of higher-order deviations
from ideal bond lengths and angles

Ubond ) Kb(b - b0)2[1 - 2.55(b - b0) 3.793125(b - b0)2] (9)
Uangle ) Kθ(θ - θ0)2[1-0.014(θ - θ0) + 5.6 × 10 - 5(θ θ0)2 - 7.0 × 10 -7(θ - θ0)3 + 2.2 × 10-8(θ - θ0)4] (10)
An additional valence term was used to model the coupling
between stretching and bending modes. A Urey-Bradley
functional form was chosen over the MM3 stretch-bend term
as it is better able to reproduce splitting of the symmetric and
asymmetric stretch vibrations. The Urey-Bradley term consists
of a simple harmonic function

UUB ) Kl(l - l0)2

(11)

TABLE 2: Electrostatic Moments and Polarizability of the
Gas-Phase Water Monomera
dipole

quadrupole

AMOEBAb

1.773
(1.853)
POL5/TZ
1.854
TTM/TTM2-R 1.853
Expt
1.855c
ab initiof
1.840

polarizability

Qxx

Qyy

Qzz

Rxx

Ryy

Rzz

2.50
(2.35)
2.34
2.51
2.63d
2.57

-2.17
(-2.16)
-2.34
-2.23
-2.50d
-2.42

-0.33
(-0.20)
0.00
-0.28
-0.13d
-0.14

1.672
(1.660)
1.494
1.615
1.528e
1.47

1.225
(1.221)
1.060
1.294
1.415e
1.38

1.328
(1.332)
1.320
1.370
1.468e
1.42

dz

a
Values for a coordinate system where z is the C2 axis, the molecule
lies in the xz plane, and the O atom is along the negative z axis.
b
AMOEBA values at the ideal bond angle of 108.5°. Values corresponding to the experimental bond angle of 104.52° are listed in
parentheses. c Reference 77. d Reference 143. e Reference 144. f Reference 145.

TABLE 3: Water Dimer Equilibrium Properties:
Dissociation Energy De (kcal/mol), O-O Distance rO-O (Å),
r and θ Angles (degree) as Defined in Figure 2, Average
Dipole Moment Per Molecule 〈µmol〉 (Debye), and Total
Dipole Moment µtot (Debye)
POL5/TZ TTM2-R TTM2-F AMOEBA
De
rO-O

4.96
2.896

R
θ
〈µmol〉
µtot

4.69
62.6
2.06
2.44

4.98
2.894

5.02
2.899

4.96
2.892
4.18
57.2
2.02
2.54

ab initio
4.98a,

5.02b

2.907a,
2.912b
4.18a, 5.5b
56.9a, 55.6b
2.1c
2.76d

expt
5.44 ( 0.7e
2.976f
-1 ( 10f
57 ( 10f
2.643f

a Reference 93. Values taken from data in tables II, III, and
VII, based on calculations at CCSD(T)/TZ2P(f,d)+dif corrected for
BSSE. b Reference 92. Complete basis set estimate from correction
of CCSD(T) calculations. c References 146. Derived from DMA
calculation directly on water dimer minimum. d Reference 98. From
MP2/TZ2P++ calculations. e Reference 147. Estimate after vibrational correction of experimental ∆H at 373 K. f Reference 148.
Microwave spectra from molecular beam resonance experiments
at 20 K.

where l is the distance between the two hydrogen atoms of a
water molecule.
The ideal bond length, b0, was set to the experimental
value of 0.9572 Å.51 The ideal bond angle, θ0, was set to 108.5°,
and a Urey-Bradley ideal distance of l0 ) 1.5326 Å was
used. This angle is some 4° larger than the experimental
gas-phase angle of 104.52° but smaller than the tetrahedral
angle of 109.47° used by the SPC model5 and other empirical potentials. The large ideal bond angle is necessary to produce the correct average angle in liquid water, as discussed
below. The three force constants for the valence terms were fit
to exactly reproduce the gas-phase vibrational frequencies of
the water monomer at the experimental geometry.52 These
constants were not reoptimized even though we subsequently
adopted a somewhat larger H-O-H ideal angle, which affects the gas-phase bending frequency only slightly (see
Table 8).
Repulsion-Dispersion. The buffered 14-7 potential53 has
been applied to model pairwise additive vdW interactions. The
functional form is

( ) (

UBuff
) ij
ij

1+δ
Fij + δ

n-m

1+γ
-2
Fijm + γ

)

(12)

where ij is the potential well depth, Fij ) Rij/R0ij with Rij as the
i-j separation and R0ij the minimum energy distance. Following Halgren, we used fixed values of n ) 14, m ) 7, δ ) 0.07,
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TABLE 4: Water Dimer Stationary Point Structures and
Energies
∆E (kcal/mol)

O‚‚‚H (Å)

AMOEBA

ab initioa

AMOEBA

ab initioa

0.00
0.57
1.22
2.02

0.00
0.52
0.70
1.79

1.935
1.970
2.322
2.488

1.949
1.972
2.280
2.515

A
B
C
D

TABLE 6: Water Cluster Equilibrium Properties:
Dissociation Energy De (kcal/mol), O-O Distance rO-O (Å),
O..H-O Angle θ (degree), Average Molecular Dipole 〈µmol〉
(debye), and Total Dipole µtot (Debye)
ab
POL5/TZ TTM2-R TTM2-F AMOEBA initio
trimer
cyclic

a

Reference 93. Structures a, b, c, and d in the table correspond to
structures 1, 2, 4, and 9 from the reference, respectively.

TABLE 5: Second Virial Coefficient, B2(T) (L/mol), at
Various Temperatures
T (K)

expta

AMOEBA

T (K)

exptb

AMOEBA

298
310
323
336
360
380
400

-1.158
-0.966
-0.816
-0.696
-0.526
-0.428
-0.356

-1.058 ( 0.025
-0.877 ( 0.019
-0.737 ( 0.015
-0.628 ( 0.012
-0.474 ( 0.008
-0.385 ( 0.006
-0.320 ( 0.005

423
448
473
523
573
673
773

-0.275
-0.240
-0.201
-0.150
-0.116
-0.074
-0.050

-0.262 ( 0.009
-0.216 ( 0.007
-0.181 ( 0.006
-0.132 ( 0.004
-0.099 ( 0.003
-0.061 ( 0.002
-0.038 ( 0.003

a

Reference 95. b Reference 96.

and γ ) 0.12. For heterogeneous atom pairs, the combining
rules used are

R0ij

)

(R0ii)3 + (R0jj)3
(R0ii)2 + (R0jj)2

and ij )

4iijj
1/2 2
(1/2
ii + jj )

tetramer
cyclic

pentamer
cyclic

hexamer
prism
hexamer
cage
hexamer
book

(13)

The buffered 14-7 function yields a repulsive region softer than
the Lennard-Jones 6-12 function but steeper than typical
Buckingham exp-6 formulations. The buffered 14-7 form was
found to outperform Lennard-Jones and Buckingham potentials
in simultaneously reproducing gas phase ab initio results and
liquid thermodynamic properties of noble gases and a series of
diatomic species.53,54
Repulsion-dispersion parameters are placed on both oxygen
and hydrogen atoms. Analysis of a series of ice and crystalline
hydrate neutron diffraction structures culminated in a set of
four linear impenetrability constraints.55 Together, these constraints suggest a role for anisotropic repulsion, beyond the
directionality of hydrogen bonding electrostatics, in water-water
interactions. However, since the introduction of “disappearing
hydrogen” models,56 most water potentials have included only
a single repulsion-dispersion site. In many cases, the remaining
vdW site at the water oxygen atom carries parameters inconsistent with the vdW parameters used by corresponding parametrizations for divalent oxygen atoms in general organic
molecules.
The R and  for O and H are chosen to be consistent with
AMOEBA force field values for other molecules. The final
values have been determined to simultaneously reproduce dimer
energy and geometry and liquid density and internal energy, as
shown in Table 1. In addition, the hydrogen vdW centers are
translated along the O-H bond toward oxygen by 9% of the
bond length prior to computation of Rij, a “reduction factor” of
0.91. This displacement only applies to vdW interactions and
was optimized to better reproduce different water dimer
configurations. The use of reduction factors to move hydrogen
sites off of the nuclear position dates from early work on the
hydrogen molecule by Stewart et al.57 Detailed analysis of the
X-ray structures of crystalline glycylglycine and sulfamic acid
also supports the need to shift hydrogen centers toward the
attached heavy atom.58 A similar scheme has been used
successfully by the MM3 force field.50

hexamer
cyclic

De
〈ro-o〉
〈q〉
〈µmol〉
µtot
De
〈ro-o〉
〈θ〉
〈µmol〉
µtot
De
〈ro-o〉
〈θ〉
〈µmol〉
µtot
De
〈ro-o〉
〈µmol〉
µtot
De
〈ro-o〉
〈µmol〉
µtot
De
〈ro-o〉
〈µmol〉
µtot
De
〈ro-o〉
〈θ〉
〈µmol〉
µtot

13.42
2.901

15.59
2.804

15.90
2.800

2.22
1.21
25.53
2.769

27.03
2.767

27.54
2.765

2.47
0.00
34.11
2.742

36.05
2.752

36.69
2.750

45.11

45.86

45.62

46.46

2.57
1.19
41.85
2.792
2.52
2.91
41.78
2.783
2.49
2.44
42.46
2.788
2.55
2.45
41.79
2.737
2.62
0.02

45.14

44.28
2.746

45.03
2.746

15.32
2.806
151.5
2.29
1.09
27.70
2.760
168.0
2.55
0.00
36.51
2.756
176.3
2.64
0.92
45.89
2.844
2.60
2.57
45.88
2.797
2.58
2.16
45.77
2.776
2.63
2.29
44.81
2.753
178.7
2.70
0.00

expt

15.8a
2.793c
150.1a
2.31b
1.14c
27.6f
2.738c
167.7e
2.56b
0.00c
36.3f
2.724c
174.0e
2.67b
1.04c
45.9f
2.840c

2.845g
152d

2.789g

2.765g

2.77c
45.8f
2.807c 2.820g
2.64b
2.01c
45.6f
2.766c
2.49c
44.8f
2.714c 2.756g
177.5e
2.70b
0.00c

a
Reference 142. b Reference 146. c Reference 98. d Reference 149.
Distances from Figure 1, scaled by 0.977 to correct for the center-ofmass. e Reference 150. f Reference 97. g Reference 151. Average
distances for cyclic forms from eq 20, and the cage hexamer is 0.064
Å greater than cyclic hexamer.

Electrostatics. The permanent multipole moments on each
atom were computed via distributed multipole analysis (DMA)59
at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level and the experimental geometry
of the gas-phase monomer. The atomic multipoles were not
adjusted from the ab initio values, except for the atomic
quadrupole components which were scaled by a factor of 0.73
as discussed below in the section on dimer properties.
The atomic polarizabilities in Table 1 are those developed
by Thole42 for use with the polarization damping scheme
described previously. The damping factor in eq 1, a, was
originally set to 0.572 by Thole after optimizing the fit to a set
of experimental molecular polarizabilities. In agreement with
Burnham et al.,26 we have found that the polarization energy,
which was not considered by Thole in the original development
of his dipole polarizability model, is much more sensitive to
this parameter than is molecular polarizability. In our model, a
is reduced to 0.39 based on a fit to water cluster energies. As
a result, the average molecular polarizability of water changes
from the original 1.414 to 1.408 Å3 for our value of the damping
factor.
Computational Details
Ab initio calculation at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level was
performed on a water monomer at the experimental geometry
using Gaussian 98.60 All empirical potential calculations were
performed using the TINKER modeling package.61 Cluster
structures were optimized, without any constraints, to a rms
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TABLE 7: Liquid Water Properties at Room Temperature
F,
g/cm3

∆HV,
kcal/mol

POL5/TZ
TTM2-R
AMOEBA

0.997
1.046
1.0004 ( 0.0009

10.51
11.80
10.48 ( 0.08

Expt

0.9970e

10.51f

D,
105 cm2/s

e0
98 ( 8
81 ( 10a
82 ( 13b
78.3g

B2(T),
L/mol

CV,
cal/(mol‚K)

1.81
2.23
2.02 ( 0.05

-0.680

22 (CP)

-1.058 ( 0.032

2.3h

-1.158

28.4 ( 2.0c
(20.9 ( 1.4)
17.8

a

Values from a droplet simulation without cutoffs. b Values from a periodic MD simulation using Ewald summation for long-range electrostatics.
c
Values taken from an MD simulation. The value in the parenthesis is from the simulation of a rigid version of the water model, to illustrate the
quantum correction to intramolecular flexibility. d Reference 152. e Reference 95. f Reference 108. g Reference 103.

TABLE 8: Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1) of Gaseous and
Liquid Water
bending
AMOEBA
expta

symmetric
stretching

Gas Phase
1577
3663
1594
3656

asymmetric
stretching
3756
3755

Liquid
AMOEBA
exptb
exptc

1728
1668

3503
3546
3466

3625

a
Reference 105. b Reference 153. The O-H stretch frequency given
as the centroid of the stretch band obtained from a neutron scattering
study. c Reference 154. The frequency reported is an estimate taken
from Figure 6 of the peak position of the dominant Gaussian fit to the
stretch band.

gradient per atom of 0.0001 kcal/mol/Å with induced dipoles
converged to 1 × 10-6 D rms. Second virial coefficients were
computed via a procedure similar to that described by Millot et
al.37 At a given dimer center-of-mass separation, the average
interactions (Mayer function, mean square force and torque)
were sampled over various orientations of the two water
molecules. Because the AMOEBA model is flexible, changes
in the water geometry were also allowed. A numerical integration of all such interactions over a range of separations, from
0.7 to 16 Å with variable step size, led to the classical second
virial coefficient. First-order quantum corrections consisting of
both translational (force) and rotational (torque) contributions
are included in the results. These corrections are always positive
and become more significant at lower temperatures.
Liquid calculations were performed via molecular dynamics
simulation of a cubic box approximately 18.643 Å on a side
containing 216 water molecules. Ewald summation was used
to handle electrostatic interactions, and an atom-based switching
window at 12 Å was applied to cutoff the vdW interactions.
Integration of the equations of motion was performed via a
modified Beeman algorithm using a 1.0 fs time step. The
induced dipoles were converged to 0.01 D rms. Unless otherwise
specified, a Berendsen weak-coupling thermostat and barostat
were used.62 Molecular dynamics simulation of the reference
gas-phase employed stochastic dynamics with a time step of
0.1 fs.
The self-diffusion coefficient of liquid water was evaluated
from the constant pressure and temperature dynamics trajectory
using the Einstein formula

D ) lim
tf∞

d
〈|r(t) - r(to)|2〉
dt

(14)

The ensemble average of the mean-square displacement (MSD)
is realized by averaging over different time origins to. In practice,
D was computed from the slope of the MSD collected during
a single 1.5 ns NPT run. Similarly, the momentum transport

coefficient, or viscosity, can be calculated from computer
simulations using the Einstein-Helfand relation63,64

η)

V
d
lim 〈(
2kBT tf∞ dt

∫0t PRβ(t′) dt′)2〉

(15)

where PRβ are the off-diagonal components of the pressure tensor
as derived in the Appendix. An ideal fluid has no viscosity,
corresponding to off-diagonal pressure components of zero. The
average of the three off-diagonal components was recorded at
every time step, and the resulting ensemble average of the above
pressure integral was obtained from a 500 ps constant volume
and temperature MD trajectory. The average viscosity was
estimated from the slope of a plot of the ensemble average of
the pressure integral vs time over the first 3 ps.
The heat capacity of water was estimated from65

CV ) CKV + CΦ
V

(16)

The ideal gas term, CKV , is 3Nk/2, where 3N is the total number
of degrees of freedom within a flexible all-atom model containing N total atoms. For a rigid water model, 3N should be
replaced by 6M, where M is the number of molecules. The
nonideal gas term can be evaluated from the potential energy
fluctuation in the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble66,67

CΦ
V )

kB〈δΦ2〉ME
(kB〈T〉)2 - 2〈δΦ2〉ME/3N

(17)

Alternatively, it can be computed in the canonical ensemble
using the corresponding formula.65 Berendsen’s weak-coupling
thermostat generates an ensemble intermediate between canonical and microcanonical; however, for convenience, we use NVT
and NPT to represent constant volume and constant pressure
simulations, respectively. Unlike average quantities such as
density, energy, etc., fluctuations are ensemble dependent.65
When the Berendsen weak-coupling thermostat is used during
simulation, a modified formula for CΦ
V has been given by
Morishita68

CΦ
V

)

kB〈δΦ2〉WE
(kBT)2 - 2x〈δK2〉WE〈δΦ2〉WE/3N

(18)

The static dielectric constant was assessed via two different
approaches. First, it was computed from the fluctuation of the
total dipole moment of the simulation cell as sampled during
MD simulation using Ewald summation with the tin-foil
boundary condition69,70

0 ) 1 +

4π
(〈M2〉 - 〈M〉‚〈M〉)
3kBTV

(19)
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where M ) Σi(µi + qiri) is the cell dipole moment, V is the
volume of the simulation cell, and T is the temperature. In
practice, the ensemble average is estimated by a simple
cumulative time average. The 〈M〉‚〈M〉 term in the above
equation is often neglected because the ensemble average of
the total cell dipole for a disordered liquid approaches zero for
long simulation time (>1 ns).
In a separate calculation, the static dielectric constant of
AMOEBA water was determined from simulation of a droplet
in a vacuum.71-73 A microscopic droplet was created using a
soft spherical potential.74 The droplet contains an inner sphere
that behaves like bulk water, and an outer shell in contact with
vacuum. The dielectric constants, 1 for the inner sphere and 2
for the outer region, are related to the fluctuation of the total
dipole moment of the inner sphere by

〈M2〉
kBTr1

)
3

(1 - 1)[(1 + 22)(2 + 2) - 2(r1/r2)3(1 - 2)2]
(1 + 22)(2 + 2) - 2(r1/r2)3(1 - 2)(1 - 2)
(20)

where r1 and r2 are the radius of inner sphere and outer shell,
respectively. The above equation can be solved for the dielectric
constant by invoking the approximation 1 ≈ 2.73
The experimental structure of ice Ih was constructed by
Hayward and Reimers75 with two hydrogen atoms near each
oxygen atom, one hydrogen along the line joining each pair of
neighboring oxygens, and the disordered protons arranged such
that the unit cell has near zero dipole and quadrupole moments.
A 4 × 3 × 2 supercell (a ) 18.02824 Å, b ) 23.41938 Å, and
c ) 14.72000 Å) was chosen as the unit cell with the hexagonal
periodicity converted to the equivalent pseudo-orthorhombic
form for convenience. The unit cell for proton-ordered ice XI
was a 4 × 3 × 3 supercell with a ) 18.0080 Å, b ) 23.3940
Å, and c ) 21.9840 Å. It was constructed with the TINKER
Crystal program using the experimental fractional coordinates76
as input.
The standard error for various properties is calculated from
the following equation:

STDERR )

σ

xτrun/τb

(21)

where σ is the standard deviation of the computed property
obtained from the simulation, and τrun and τb are the simulation
length and correlation time estimated from the statistical
inefficiency, respectively (see Allen and Tildesley,65 page 193).
Results and Discussion
Gas Phase. A comparison of the experimental, ab initio and
AMOEBA calculated molecular dipole moment, quadrupole
moment, and polarizability of a single isolated water molecule
is given in Table 2. Two other recently developed water models,
POL5/QZ14 and TTM2-R,28 are also listed. POL5/QZ is a
fluctuating charge 5-site model with induced dipole, whereas
TTM2-R is a 4-site fixed charge model with induced dipole.
Two sets of AMOEBA values are listed, corresponding to the
ideal bond angle of 108.5° and the experimental angle of
104.52°.77 AMOEBA atomic multipole parameters were obtained at the experimental angle. However, classical models with
intramolecular flexibility, polarizable or not, tend to exhibit a
reduced H-O-H bond angle upon moving from the gas phase
to condensed phases,78-82 a trend opposite to the experimental
observation. Flexible models have been criticized for their
inability to correctly describe the dependence of molecular

Figure 2. Water dimer equilibrium structure. The angle a measures
the deviation of the donor hydrogen from the O‚‚‚O direction. The
“flap angle”, θ, is the angle between the extended O‚‚‚O vector and
the bisector of the H-O-H angle of the acceptor molecule.

multipole moments on water vibrations.83-86 Recently, Burnham
and Xantheas28 have suggested that the incorrect dipole moment derivative with respect to O-H stretching is responsible for the reduction of the H-O-H bond angle in the
condensed phase. Traditional flexible models have the molecular dipole moment derivative (∂µ/∂r) along the O-H bond.
In contrast, experiments indicate that the direction of the
(∂µ/∂r) vector should lie >20° outside the O-H bond in the
gas phase but near to the O-H bond direction in ice.87 In the
AMOEBA model, the polarization is dependent upon the water
geometry only in the presence of an external field; that is, the
intramolecular polarization induced by geometry variation is
missing in the absence of an external field. Although it may be
possible to correct this deficiency via coupling of electrostatic parameters to intramolecular geometry,28,88-90 we have
chosen a solution adopted by other flexible potentials82,91 of
increasing the ideal bond angle so that water molecules will
assume the correct average geometry in the liquid. As can be
seen in Table 2, the increase in the ideal angle value from
104.52° to 108.5° results in relatively small changes in the
monomer properties.
The equilibrium structure of the AMOEBA water dimer is
compared with experimental and ab initio results in Table 3.
The water dimer, in particular, represents a case where ab initio
results are preferred over experimental values in calibrating a
new empirical potential. Correction of the experimentally determined ∆H of association in hot vapor and the microwave
structure for anharmonic vibration and temperature effects is
problematic.92 In recent years, various high-level ab initio calculations carried out by different groups have converged with regard to the water dimer binding energy and equilibrium structure. The AMOEBA dimer results are in excellent agreement
with these consensus theoretical values. During the parametrization process, we noticed that the flap angle, θ in Figure 2, is
correlated with the monomer quadrupole component directed
along the H-O-H bisector, Qzz. For example, multipole
moments taken directly from the DMA of the monomer result
in a flap angle of about 70°. In the AMOEBA water parameters,
the oxygen and hydrogen atomic quadrupoles defined in their
local frames are scaled to 73% of the DMA values. This scaling
leads to a larger Qzz component of the molecular quadrupole
which in turn reduces the flap angle to 57°, in agreement with
both ab inito and experimental results. It is interesting that the
TTM and TTM2-R potentials, which give a very similar flap
angle, also exhibit a large Qzz component.
In addition to the equilibrium structure, other stationary points
on the water dimer potential surface have been examined. The
relative binding energies and hydrogen bonding distance for the
equilibrium structure and the three transition state structures are
given in Table 4. AMOEBA binding energies exhibit the same
trend as computed by ab initio theory93 for the different
structures. The value of the hydrogen vdW reduction factor is
critical in fitting all of the dimer orientations simultaneously,
as it effectively provides an extra degree of freedom for
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Figure 3. Second viral coefficient of water at various temperatures.
The quantum-corrected AMOEBA values are in good agreement with
experimental data, even as the curve becomes steep in the lowtemperature region.

adjustment of vdW anisotropy. It is impossible to determine a
unique hydrogen reduction factor based solely on the equilibrium
structure with its head-on hydrogen bond,
It has been reported that the polarizable ASP-W437 and
TTM2-R27 water models are successful in predicting the second
virial coefficients above 400 K. It seems essential for a
polarizable potential to be able to reproduce the second virial
coefficients, which provide a measure of the accuracy of the
full dimer potential surface. In this study, the second virial
coefficients were computed as described previously.37 A series
of calculations were carried out at several temperatures between
298 and 800 K. At each temperature, five independent calculations were used to obtain the average second virial coefficient
and its standard error. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 5, the
second virial coefficients computed by the AMOEBA model
are in excellent agreement with experiment over the whole
temperature range. The deviation from the experimental value
increases as temperature decreases, with a maximum absolute
error of 0.1 L/mol at 298 K. At all temperatures, AMOEBA
values are systematically less negative than the experimental
measurements. At 298 K, the total first-order quantum correction, 90% of which is due to the rotational component, amounts
to 35% of the magnitude of the virial coefficient. It has been
suggested that at lower temperatures the second order corrections, which happen to be negative, may become significant.94
Another possible source of discrepancy is uncertainty in the
experimental measurements, which also increases at lower
temperatures. For example, at 423 K, the available experimental
values for B2(T) range from -0.29495 to at least -0.275 L/mol.96
Clusters from the trimer through the hexamer have been
analyzed using the AMOEBA water model. Following the
calculations of Stern et al.,14 we have investigated the cyclic
trimer, tetramer, and pentamer, as well as prism, cage, book,
and cyclic configurations of the hexamer. MP2/CBS energies
and structures for these clusters became available recently.97
All clusters were subjected to full geometry optimization without
any constraints. The binding energies, individual and average
O-O distances, O‚‚‚H-O angle, average molecular dipole
moments, and total dipole moments of the clusters from various
models are collected in Table 6. The AMOEBA binding energies
are in excellent agreement with the ab initio results. The rms
error in the total binding energy for our model is only 0.21
kcal/mol with a maximum error of 0.48 kcal/mol for the trimer.
The estimated accuracy of MP2/CBS binding energies is 0.2
kcal/mol.97 For the hexamer clusters, the ordering of the MP2/
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Figure 4. Water cluster binding energies computed with different
polarization damping factors. A linear piecewise curve is drawn through
the ab initio results, which are taken from refs 97 and 142. Hexamer
energies shown are for the cyclic configuration. The value of a ) 0.572
was originally suggested by Thole, whereas the AMOEBA water model
uses a ) 0.39. The a ) 0.2 curve shows the effect of overdamped
polarization. The a ) 0 data corresponds to an AMOEBA model
without any contribution from polarization effects.

CBS binding energies is prism > cage > book > cyclic, exactly
as computed with the AMOEBA model. However, both the
TTM2-F and TTM2-R models find the cage configuration to
be more stable than the prism form by about 0.5 kcal/mol.
The predicted cluster geometries are in generally good
agreement with ab initio results. For the same set of cyclic
clusters, both the AMOEBA model and MP2/TZ2P++ optimization98 yield average O‚‚‚O nearest neighbor distances that
decrease with increasing cluster size. However, our O‚‚‚O
distances are systematically longer than ab initio estimates. A
similar overestimation of O‚‚‚O distance is also observed for
the TTM2-F and TTM2-R models.28
The water clusters provide a critical calibration for the
increasing importance of polarization as one moves from the
gas-phase toward bulk phases. As discussed earlier, the value
of the Thole damping factor, a, controls the strength of shortrange polarization interactions. Smaller values of a correspond
to stronger damping of polarization. Figure 4 shows the binding
energy as a function of cluster size for different values of a.
The value a ) 0.572 originally suggested by Thole leads to an
overestimation of binding energies that becomes more substantial for the larger clusters. This is due to insufficient damping
resulting in overly large polarization energies. Conversely, a
value of a ) 0.2 overdamps the polarization resulting in
systematic underestimation of cluster energies. With our chosen
value of a ) 0.39, the AMOEBA water model quantitatively
reproduces the nonadditivity of the binding energy data. Our
current experience indicates the same value is optimal for bulk
phases of water, as well as for a variety of other small molecules.
Liquid Phase. Thermodynamic properties of liquid water at
room temperature have been sampled via MD simulations using
the AMOEBA model. Both constant pressure (P ) 1 bar) and
constant volume (F ) 0.997 g/cm3) simulations have been
carried out at 298 K, with results summarized in Table 7. The
temperature dependence of liquid water properties has also been
studied, and will be reported in a later publication.
The average liquid density at room temperature obtained from
a 1.5 ns NPT simulation is 1.0004 g/cm3, 0.3% higher than the
experimental density of 0.9970 g/cm3. Similarly, a 2 ns NVT
simulation at the experimental density yields an average pressure
of -66 ( 14 bar. The heat of vaporization is computed from
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Figure 5. O‚‚‚O radial distribution function for AMBOEBA liquid
water at 298 K, compared with two neutron scattering derived
experimental curves from Soper’s group. The ’00 curve is a revised
analysis of ’86 experimental data as discussed in the text.

Figure 6. O‚‚‚H radial distribution function for AMOEBA liquid water
at 298 K, compared with two neutron scattering derived experimental
curves from Soper’s group.

the potential energy difference between liquid and gas phases,
assuming water vapor to be an ideal gas

∆HV ) -∆E + ∆PV ) -Eliq + Egas + RT

(22)

The potential energy of the gas as obtained from stochastic
dynamics simulation of a monomer at room temperature using
a small time step of 0.1 fs is Egas ) 0.89 kcal/mol. The potential
energy of the liquid from the NPT simulation is -9.00 kcal/
mol. Thus, the heat of vaporization at 298 K is 10.48 kcal/mol,
close to the experimental value of 10.51 kcal/mol.95
To characterize the liquid structure, radial distribution functions (RDFs) have been sampled from the NPT dynamics
simulation for O‚‚‚O, O‚‚‚H, and H‚‚‚H pairs. Until recently,
RDFs inferred from experimental measurements had displayed
significant disagreement. Sorenson et al.99 provide a summary
of experimental and simulated gOO(r) results obtained over many
years. Two groups have now reported almost identical gOO(r)
curves based on independent analyses of neutron scattering100
(Soper 2000) and X-ray experiments,99 which represent the best
gOO(r) estimates currently available. Computed RDFs for
AMOEBA water, plotted in Figures 5-7, have been compared
with Soper’s 2000 curves as well his earlier 1986 results.101
The Soper 2000 results are derived from empirical potential

Figure 7. H‚‚‚H radial distribution function for AMOEBA liquid water
at 298 K, compared with two neutron scattering derived experimental
curves from Soper’s group.

structure refinement (EPSR) using two sets of experimental
data: pulsed neutron time-of-flight diffraction data and an older
reactor neutron diffraction data set. The latter is the same data
from which the 1986 results were derived via a maximum
entropy data analysis. The gOO(r) of Sorenson et al. from X-ray
data is not shown in Figure 5 as it is nearly indistinguishable
from the Soper 2000 result. The position of the first peak of
the AMOEBA gOO(r) is 2.81 Å, 0.08 Å greater than that of the
Soper 2000 RDF, but 0.07 Å smaller than the position of the
corresponding peak in the Soper 1986 RDF. A recent quantum
mechanical MD study estimated the first peak of gOO(r) in the
liquid to be at 2.78 Å at 318 K.102 However, the quantum MD
values are uncertain due to the short simulation length of 10 ps
and small system size of 64 molecules. The first peak of the
AMOEBA RDF has a height about 0.4 higher than the Soper
2000 data. The experimental uncertainty in this peak height is
large, with a standard deviation of 0.32 as reported by Soper.100
Sorensen et al. have suggested that the experimental quantities
reliable enough to serve as benchmarks for comparison with
simulation are the position of the first peak and the peak and
trough heights of the second and third peaks. They also state
that the height of the first peak has a lower bound of 2.6
according to their X-ray analysis.99 The depths of the first and
second trough as well as the second peak height of the
AMOEBA gOO(r) agree very well with the Soper 2000 RDF,
except our curve is systematically shifted slightly to the right.
All attempts to move the RDF distribution to the left via
parameter changes cause the bulk internal energy to become
too low and the O‚‚‚O distance of the water dimer to become
too short. This trend is also observed for the polarizable POL5/
TZ and POL5/QZ potentials.14 Another rigid polarizable model,
TTM2-R,27 is reported to be successful in reproducing the
experimental gOO(r). However, the TTM2-R model yields a
density of 1.046 g/cm3 and heat of vaporization of 11.8 kcal/
mol at 298 K, values that are 5% and 12% greater than
experimental measurements, respectively. The anomalously high
density and low energy of this model serve to shift the gOO(r)
curve to the left and sharpen its structure.The first peaks of the
gOH(r) and especially the gHH(r) of AMOEBA water are also
too high in comparison with the Soper 2000 data. The positions
of the first peaks for both curves are again slightly to the right
of the corresponding Soper 2000 peak positions but agree very
well with the Soper 1986 data. Features beyond the first peaks
also are in excellent agreement with the 1986 experimental
curves.
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The self-diffusion coefficient computed from NPT MD
simulation is 2.02 × 10-5 cm2/s, which is slightly lower than
the experimentally measured value of 2.3 × 10-5 cm2/s.103 The
viscosity of AMOEBA water is 1.35 cp. This value is much
higher than the experimental measurement of 0.89 cp at 298
K95 but is consistent with the low self-diffusion coefficient of
the current model. To achieve the experimental viscosity, a
diffusion coefficient of at least 2.6 × 10-5 cm2/s is required, as
indicated by a series of simulations of SPC and SPC/E water
by Smith and van Gunsteren.104
Using Berendsen coupling and the Morishita formula (eq 18),
the constant volume dynamics simulation led to a heat capacity
of 28.4 kcal/mol/K using the AMOEBA flexible water model.
This result is in good agreement with a value of 27.6 kcal/mol/K
obtained from a 200 ps NVE dynamics trajectory using eq 17.
To ensure correct fluctuations during NVE simulation, it is
necessary to enforce tight convergence on the mutual induced
dipole calculations (e.g., 10-6 D rms).
It is well-known that classical approximation of the intraand intermolecular vibrations overestimates the heat capacity
compared with a quantum oscillator model.105 Levitt et al.82
proposed a correction of 6 kcal/mol/K should be subtracted from
the heat capacity obtained from energy fluctuations of a classical
flexible model, whereas for a rigid water model, the correction
is negligible. To validate Levitt et al.’s proposed correction,
we repeated the Berendsen thermostat simulation with the water
geometry constrained via the Rattle algorithm.106 The resulting
heat capacity was reduced to 20.9 kcal/mol/K, a value much
closer to the experimental Cv of 18 kcal/mol/K. The heat
capacity can also be estimated via differentiation of internal
energy with respect to temperature, which should yield a value
independent of fluctuations.107 As will be discused in a later
publication, CP obtained in this manner for the flexible
AMEOBA model is ∼21 kcal/mol/K.
The previously mentioned 2 ns NVT trajectory was utilized
to calculate the dielectric constant from Ewald simulations,
resulting in a value of 82 at 298 K. Meanwhile, a 2 ns NVT
simulation was carried out on a 12 Å radius droplet containing
242 molecules. The dielectric constant calculated from the
droplet simulation depends on the choice of inner sphere radius
r1. An outer shell of thickness 4-6 Å is necessary to achieve a
converged , in agreement with previous observation.74 A value
of 6 Å for r1 in this work leads to a final dielectric constant of
81.
Thus, the dielectric constants determined by Ewald summation and from a vacuum droplet are both in very good agreement
with the experiment value of 78.3.108 It has been suggested that
the water dielectric constant correlates with the average molecular dipole moment in the liquid and that an average moment
exceeding 2.6 D would lead to a significantly overestimated
o.109 However, the average molecular dipole moment in liquid
water is not known exactly from either experiment or theory.
An early theoretical estimate based on an induction model
resulted in an a value of 2.6 D for ice Ih,110 which unfortunately
has been mistakenly used as the “experimental” value for liquid
water over the years. A recent ab initio MD simulation study
suggested an average liquid-phase value as high as 2.95 D.111
Meanwhile, Batista et al.112 reported a variation from 2.3 to
3.1 D for the average molecular dipole in ice Ih depending on
the scheme used to partition the ab initio electron charge density.
On the other hand, Höchtl et al.113 argued the H-O-H bond
angle instead of the molecular dipole moment is the principle
determinant of o, which they supported with simulation results
from of a number of SPC/TIP3P hybrid models. They found
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TABLE 9. Ice Properties. Density and Lattice Energy of Ice
1h and Ice XI
F (g/cm3)
TTM2-R AMOEBA
ice 1h
(P63/mmc)
ice XI
(Cmc21)

0.942

lattice energy
expt

0.916

0.931c

0.923

0.934d

TTM2-R AMOEBAb expta
14.69

14.31

14.1

14.18

14.1

a
Experimental value for lattice at 0 K after removal of zero-point
energy. b Values from full crystal minimization starting from the
experimental structure. c Reference 155. Value determined at a temperature of 100 K. d Reference 156. Value determined at a temperature
of 5 K.

that two models with almost identical molecular dipole moments, but different geometries, gave static dielectric constants
that differed by a factor of 2.
The AMOEBA model gives an average dipole moment of
2.78 D in the liquid, over 50% greater than the gas phase
moment of 1.85 D. The larger value in the liquid is a direct
result of dipole polarization. The distribution of molecular
moments is nearly Gaussian with a width at half-height of
approximately 0.8 D. Meanwhile, the H-O-H angle is reduced
from the ideal AMOEBA value of 108.5° in the gas phase to
an average of 105.4 ( 4.4° in the liquid. The accepted
experimental value for the H-O-H angle in liquid water is
106.1 ( 1.8°,114 whereas the value suggested by ab initio
dynamics simulation is 105.5°.102 Furthermore, AMOEBA water
exhibits an elongation of the O-H bond from 0.9572 Å in the
gas phase to 0.9701 ( 0.0245 Å in the liquid. These bond
lengths are in excellent agreement with the experimental values
of 0.957 Å in the gas51 and 0.970 Å in liquid water.114 During
the parametrization process, we found that AMOEBA models
with 2-3° smaller H-O-H angles and average dipole moments
over 2.7 D had dielectric constants greater than 100. This
observation tends to confirm the conclusion of Höchtl et al.113
that the static dielectric constant has a strong dependence on
the water geometry, especially the H-O-H angle. The average
molecular dipole moment of liquid water, which is obviously
affected by changes in water geometry, is probably a secondary
factor.
It is well-known that the vibrational frequencies of water shift
upon moving from the gas phase to the liquid. The AMOEBA
model is not suitable for predicting IR intensities because of
inaccuracy in the direction of the dipole moment derivative with
respect to O-H bond stretching. However, it is still of interest
to see whether the AMOEBA model is able to qualitatively
predict the frequency shifts upon phase change. The power spectrum of AMOEBA liquid water was computed from a velocity
autocorrelation function acquired from a 2 ps NVE dynamics
simulation using velocities recorded at every 0.1 fs time step.
The results are given in Table 8 together with the corresponding
gas phase vibrational frequencies. Upon moving from gas to
liquid, AMOEBA water displays the observed blue shift of the
bending frequency and red shift of the stretching frequencies.
It was pointed out long ago that anharmonic valence terms, such
as those included in the AMOEBA model, are needed to
sufficiently soften the bond stretches in the liquid phase.115
Ice. The ice Ih and XI crystal forms have been modeled using
the AMOEBA water potential. Experimental structures were first
optimized with fixed cell parameters to a convergence of 0.01
kcal/mol/Å. In Table 9, the lattice energies of the two ice forms,
computed as the energy required to infinitely separate the water
molecules from the minimized ice geometry, are compared to
the reported experimental value of 14.1 kcal/mol at 0 K and
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TABLE 10: Energy Decomposition for Water Cluster and Bulk Systemsa

dimer
cyclic trimer
cyclic tetramer
cyclic pentamer
cyclic hexamer
liquidc
ice Ihd

valence terms

van der Waals

permanent
electrostatics

polarization
eletrostatics

total energy

Epol/(Eperm + Epol)

〈µmol〉b

0.019
0.082
0.158
0.198
0.223
1.214
0.670

1.172
2.931
4.447
4.735
4.823
4.494
8.617

-3.033
-5.995
-8.027
-8.314
-8.441
-10.342
-15.260

-0.639
-2.126
-3.503
-3.921
-4.074
-4.394
-7.004

-2.480
-5.108
-6.925
-7.302
-7.469
-9.028
-12.977

0.174
0.262
0.304
0.320
0.326
0.298
0.315

2.02
2.29
2.55
2.64
2.70
2.78
3.09

a Energy values are given in kcal/mol per molecule. b Average molecular dipole moment in Debye. c Values taken from an MD trajectory at 298
K. d Values taken from an MD trajectory at 100 K.

zero pressure.116 The “experimental” value contains a significant
amount of zero-point energy correction estimated from intramolecular and lattice vibrations. An energy minimization was also
carried out on the structure of ice Ih with all atomic positions
and cell parameters subject to optimization. The resulting
structure and energy are essentially identical to that from the
fixed lattice optimization, whereas cell lengths increased by
0.003 Å on average.
Molecular dynamics simulations of the two ice forms were
performed at experimental temperature and pressure. The
structures were equilibrated via 300 ps NPT simulations at 1
atm and 5 K for ice XI and 100 K for ice Ih. During the MD
simulations, the cell sizes were allowed to deform isotropically
according to Berendsen’s barostat. The equilibrium densities
were computed from the dynamics trajectories and are listed in
Table 9. In both cases, the AMOEBA ice structures expanded
slightly, leading to densities somewhat lower than experiment.
The gOO(r) of AMOEBA ice has a first peak at 2.755 Å, in
excellent agreement with the experimental average O‚‚‚O
distance of 2.76 Å.117 The average O-H bond length is 0.9721
( 0.0144 Å, slightly longer than the liquid but not stretched
enough in comparison with 0.985 Å from the neutron diffraction
structure of ice.118 The average H-O-H angle in ice sampled
during the MD simulation is 105.1 ( 2.4°, nearly identical to
the liquid. Early interpretation of neutron diffraction experiments
suggested a D-O-D angle of 109.5° for ice Ih, based on an
anomalously long O-D bond length of 1.01 Å.119 The current
best estimate for the H-O-H angle from various experimental
observations is 106.6°.81,117 The average molecular dipole
moment of AMOEBA ice is 3.08 D, whereas a recent theoretical
estimate from an induction model for ice Ih is 3.09 D.120
Conclusion
As the first step in the derivation of a next-generation
polarizable force field for biomolecular simulation, a polarizable
atomic multipole water model has been developed and validated.
The main features of the AMOEBA model include (1) the use
of higher-order moments to improve the description of electrostatics and eliminate the need for adding off-atom sites as in
the TIP4P and TIP5P models, (2) a modified Thole damping
scheme which prevents the short-range polarization catastrophe
while providing correct anisotropic molecular polarizabilities,
and (3) the presence of nonzero van der Waals parameters and
reduction factors on hydrogen atoms which produce an improved
molecular “shape”. It has been successfully applied to the study
of a wide range of properties of gas-phase clusters, liquid water,
and ice crystals. The results are generally satisfactory in
comparison with results from high-level ab initio theory and
experiments. The majority of the many-body effect is adequately
accounted for by classical dipole polarization. More importantly,
the AMOEBA potential represents a general model built on
atomic multipoles and isotropic polarizabilities. The required

atomic multipoles are readily obtained from high-level ab initio
calculations for model compounds ranging from small organic
molecules to dipeptides. The induction model requires only a
single isotropic polarizability for each element. Thus, the overall
model can be readily extended to development of a transferable
force field for a wide range of molecular systems in addition to
water.
Considering only the average thermodynamic properties of
homogeneous liquid water, the inclusion of explicit polarization
in the AMOEBA model seems to provide no immediate
advantage over a good fixed charge model such as TIP5P.6
However, many-body effects in water depend strongly on the
environment as indicated by energy decompositions for our
model, shown in Table 10. The fraction of the total electrostatic
energy due to polarization effects grows gradually with cluster
size. In liquid water, which can be viewed as a mixture of cluster
geometries, polarization accounts for 29.8% of the total
electrostatic energy, about the same as for the cyclic tetramer.
Upon moving from the liquid to ice Ih, this fraction increases
to 31.5%. The average molecular dipole moment steadily
increases from the dimer to larger clusters, to the liquid, and
finally to ice Ih. This is another manifestation of the strong
variation of many-body effects with environment. It is possible
for a nonpolarizable potential to model the average properties
of any single system. However, many-body effects such as
polarization have to be modeled explicitly and correctly in order
to capture the details of water structure and thermodynamics in
different environments.
Because of the classical nature of molecular mechanics,
quantum effects such as vibrational zero-point energy need to
be taken into account in comparing results from classical models
with experimental data. As mentioned above, the experimental
sublimation energy of ice at 0 K contains zero-point energy
that needs to be removed prior to comparison with the classical
models. Whalley116 estimated the correction to the ice lattice
energy to be 2.78 kcal/mol by accounting for the shifts in
experimental vibrational frequencies upon moving from gas to
ice and assigning 1/2h∆υ to each mode. For liquid water at
room temperature, one might expect the magnitude of the
quantum correction to be smaller than the ice estimate simply
because of the higher temperature. However, the several
literature estimates of the quantum correction to the liquid
energy are spread over a wide range. In an approach analogous
to Whalley’s, Owicki and Scheraga121 estimated the quantum
correction due to the classical treatment of inter- and intramolecular vibrations as 0.2 kcal/mol at 298 K. A similar recent
analysis by Buch et al. suggests the various components of the
correction cancel, resulting in a total correction of only 0-0.1
kcal/mol.122 From an integration of the quantum harmonic
oscillator energy over the simulated liquid spectral density, Lie
and Clementi85 arrived at a correction of 0.93 kcal/mol for the
flexible MCYL water model. In a similar fashion, Stern and
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Berne123 obtained a quantum correction as large as 1.7 kcal/
mol for the MCDHO model.36 Path integral124 quantum simulations where the classical particles were represented by quantized
“beads” have been used to investigate quantum effects.91,123,125,126
These studies show that quantizing a classical model results in
faster diffusion,126 a smaller heat capacity,91 a broader dipole
moment distribution,123 and less structure in the liquid RDF.91
The estimated magnitude of the quantum correction varies from
0.8127 to 1.5 kcal/mol123 and seems to depend of the underlying
classical model and details of the path integral methodology.
Mahoney and Jorgensen91 derived a quantized TIP5P(PIMC)
model for use in path integral simulations via reparametrization
of the atomic charges in the classical TIP5P model. With the
exception of heat capacity, TIP5P(PIMC) was very similar to
classical TIP5P in terms of its ability to reproduce a variety of
experimental properties. This result indicates that a classical
model of liquid water can be parametrized to include most quantum effects implicitly in an average fashion and then directly
compared with experimental properties. Our results also indicate
the quantum correction in liquid water may be small and can
be partially included in parametrization of a classical potential,
so we have chosen to neglect any correction of our model.
Burnham and Xantheas28 proposed a water model with
variable charges that account for charge distortion upon change
in the intramolecular geometry in the absence of an external
field. Their water cluster results display the correct trend in
H-O-H angle variation with cluster size. However, the geometry dependent charges were based on a numerical implementation of an 84-term model for the dipole moment surface (DMS)
of the water monomer derived from ab initio calculations.128
There is also evidence that a simple geometry-coupled charge
flux scheme can capture the correct dipole derivative and thus
the trend of water geometry changes.129 On the other hand,
physical approximations such as dipole induction used by the
AMOEBA model and fluctuating charge models13,130-133 have
been mostly applied to describe the response of a molecule or
a segment of a large molecule to an external electric field. It is
unclear whether such models can be extended easily to account
for valence polarization at typical bond distances.
Computational cost is an important consideration for a general
potential model. In our hands, the AMOEBA water model is
approximately 8 times slower than the TIP3P model for
dynamics simulation of a periodic system of 216 water
molecules. This comparison was made using the TINKER MD
engine with comparable simulation conditions, except that
traditional Ewald was used for the AMOEBA model and smooth
particle-mesh Ewald134 (PME) for TIP3P. Even though a
relatively loose convergence criterion of 0.01 D rms is enforced
at each dynamics step, almost half of the total computational
cost is due to the iterative calculation of the induced dipoles.
For dynamics calculations, it is possible to greatly reduce this
cost by replacing the self-consistent iteration with an extended
Lagrangian scheme13,20,135-138 for estimating the induced dipoles.
Because the higher-order moment interactions converge at
shorter distances than point charge interactions, multiple-cutoff
schemes for the Ewald summation could be utilized to further
improve efficiency. There is also the possibility of implementing
PME or fast cell multipole methods to handle polarizable
multipole interactions in large simulation systems.139,140

containing the water model for the AMOEBA force field is
available from http://dasher.wustl.edu/tinker/. This work was
funded by Grant No. 9808317 from the Computational Biology
Activity of the National Science Foundation.
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Appendix: Ewald Summation for Polarizable Multipoles
A cell matrix definition47 suitable for periodic cells of any
shape is used to describe the system. Given the vectors forming
the three edges of the unit cell, aR ) [aR1,aR2,aR3]T for R ) 1,
2, 3, we define the cell matrix

A ) [a1,a2,a3] ) {aRβ} for R,β ) 1, 2, 3

(23)

The atomic coordinates can be expressed in terms of real space
vectors
3

or rjR )

r ) As,

∑ amRsjm
m)1

for R ) 1,2,3 (24)

where sjm for m ) 1, 2, 3 are the fractional coordinates of site
j.
The conjugate reciprocal cell matrix is defined as A* ) [a/1,
/ / T
/
,
a2,a3] where each row is a reciprocal cell vector, a/β ) [aβ1
/
/
/
aβ2,aβ3]. The two matrixes satisfy A*A ) I, i.e., aRmaβm ) δRβ.
The reciprocal space vector can be written as h ) (A*)Tn where
n ) [n1,n2,n3]T is a vector of integer components.
Let us define the reciprocal lattice vector, k ) 2πh. Then,
the Ewald summation formulation of the polarization energy is
expressed as

U

pol

)

3

1

Gjim(rji) Bm(rji) +
∑
∑
∑
2 i j>i m)1
π

∞

∑Ak∑∑
Vk*0 i j*i

find
ji

exp(-ik‚rji) -

2ξ3

∑i (µind
i ‚µi)

3xπ

(25)

where

rji ) rj - ri
Ak )

( )

1
k2
exp
k2
4ξ2

ind
find
ji ) iµi ‚k(qj - iµj‚k - Qj:K) -

iµind
j ‚k(qi + iµi‚k - Qi:K)
The three terms in the above equation for Upol are the real space,
reciprocal space, and self-interaction components of the Ewald
sum, respectively. qj, µj, and Qj are the permanent charge, dipole,
and quadrupole on site j, respectively. ξ is the Ewald convergence coefficient that controls the balance between the real and
reciprocal space terms in the Ewald computation, and K is a
matrix with elements KRβ ) kRkβ.
As part of the real space term, the induced dipoles interact
with the permanent multipoles via

ind
ind
G2ji(rji) ) -2Qi:{µj,R
rji,β} - 2Qj:{µi,R
rji,β}
ind
G3ji(rji) ) µind
i ‚rjiQj:Rji - µj ‚rjiQi:Rji

(26)
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where Rji ) {rji,Rrji,β}, and the colon denotes the scalar product
of two matrices, A:B ) ΣRΣβARβBRβ.
The screening function in the real space term is given by46

Bm(rji) )

(2ξ2)m+1
+ Om(rji)
m!2mr2m+1
(2m + 1)ξxπ
ji
(2m)!

Bm′(rji) ) λ2m+1
m!2mr2m+1
ji

∑
j*i

3

)

∂aRβ

WRγa/βγ
∑
γ)1

∑

B2(rji)Qj‚rji] +

4ξ3
3xπ

µj (29)

Similar to above, the three terms correspond to the reciprocal
space, real space, and self-interaction components, respectively.
To compute the field due only to the induced dipoles, µind is
substituted for µ, and all of the terms involving point charge
and quadrupole components disappear.
The Ewald formula for the polarization force at site i is

4π

ikAk∑[find
∑
ji +
V k*0
j

(32)

The real space component of the virial tensor can be computed
from47,48
real
WRβ
)-

ikAk (qj - iµj‚k - Qj:K) exp(-ik‚rji) V k*0
j
[qjB1(rji)rji - µj‚rjiB2(rji)rji + B1(rji)µj + Qj:RjB3(rji)rji -

Fpol
i )-

Note that the last term of the above equation is the selfinteraction between the permanent and induced dipoles on the
same site, which has no counterpart in the permanent torque
calculation.
To compute pressure, an Ewald formulation of the virial
tensor, W, can be derived based on the relation141

(28)

The electric field generated by the point multipoles is evaluated
from

∑

Gt3ji(rji) ) (Qj:Rji)rji‚µind
i

∂U

(2m)!

Ei ) -

Gt2ji(rji) ) -[(µj‚rji)rji + 2(Q‚rji)]‚µind
i

(27)

When ξ is set to 0, only the first term of Bm(rji) remains. The
real space term then transforms into the standard non-Ewald
interaction formula, whereas the reciprocal and self-interaction
components disappear. Damping of interactions according to
the Thole scheme is achieved by simple application of the
damping coefficient, λ, to the screening function

4π

Gt1ji(rji) ) (qjrji + µj)‚µind
i

real
rji,RFji,β
∑
i,j>i

(33)

real
where Fji,β
is the Ewald real space force between sites i and j,
and the summation is over all pairs of sites. The reciprocal space
component is given by

recip
)
WRβ

4π

2π
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3

(2kR
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m)1

(34)
with fjk ) Σj(qj - iµj‚k - Qj:K) exp(-ik‚rj) and hfjk as the
complex conjugate. As with the field computation, the polarization contribution can be obtained by substitution of µind for µ
in the above equation. The pressure tensor is then computed
from the virial tensor and the velocities as

3

ind
(µind
i ‚k)(µj ‚k)] exp(-ik‚rji) -

[Gmji (rji)Bm+1(rji)rji +
∑
∑
m)1 j*i
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Bm(rji)∇iGji (rji)] (30)
where
ind
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j - qjµi
ind
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i - 2Qi‚µj + (µj ‚rji)µi + (µi ‚rji)µj - (µj‚rji)µi - (µi‚rji)µj
ind
ind
ind
∇iGji3(rji) ) - 2(µind
i ‚rji)Qj‚rji + 2(µj ‚rji)Qi‚rji + (Qi:Rji)µj - (Qj:Rji)µi

and µtot ) µind + µ.
The torque due to the interactions between the induced dipole
and the field at site i is

Tqpol
i )

4π

∑Ak∑j ftind
ji exp(-ik‚rji) +

V k*0

3

∑∑

m)1 j*i

Bm(rji)Gtmji (rji) +
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where
ind
ftind
ji ) (qj - ik‚µj - Qj:K)(ik‚µi )

(31)

1
PRβ ) [
V

∑i mViRViβ - WRβ]

(35)

The above formulas apply to a periodic system consisting of
an arbitrary number of multipole and polarizable sites. In
keeping with traditional molecular mechanics, the short-range
intramolecular nonbonded interactions between atoms or sites
separated by one, two, or three bonds are usually either omitted
or scaled. Meanwhile, in the AMOEBA formulation, the
polarization interaction is also damped at very short range.
Because almost all of these modifications occur at distances
shorter than a typical real space cutoff distance, the most
convenient way to proceed is to add to the real space computation (fscale-1)‚YAB, where fscale is the scaling factor and YAB is
the standard non-Ewald interaction between sites A and B. The
value of fscale is 0 for completely omitted interactions, 1 for fully
included interactions, and intermediate for scaled interactions.
Of course, this scaling procedure must be applied consistently
across all energy, force, and electric field calculations.
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